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BUSH ADMINISTRATION IGNORES
MOSSAD-AL QAEDA TERRORIST LINK
By Tom Heneghan

It can now be reported that the United States Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) has identified an Israeli Mossad cell operating in
duality with alleged Al Qaeda types in Washington state and New
Jersey.
The code word “Middle East” has been issued by the FBI to warn U.S.
law enforcement authorities of the Israeli-Al Qaeda threat.
This FBI intelligence seems almost identical to the intelligence
gathered by FBI whistleblower Sibel Edmonds, i.e. the pre-9/11
financial connections to New York, New Jersey, Kissinger and
Associates, American Insurance Group (AIG) and the AmericanTurkish Council.
Note: The U.S. stock market had also experienced meltdown
conditions pre-9/11 as it is experiencing now.
And of course it gets worse. The current head of Israeli INTERPOL is
now under FBI inquiry for conspiring with the U.S. Consulate in
Jerusalem in allowing Israelis with criminal records to enter the
United States.
Some of these Israelis have been connected to Al Qaeda cells in
Bosnia with financial connections to Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
And now it gets even worse.
The investigation of the Israeli INTERPOL officer has turned over
evidence linking the INTERPOL officer to former New Jersey Chief of
Homeland Security Israeli Mossad agent Golan Cipel.
Cipel is now linked to the noted 9/11 Urban Moving Systems
“Dancing Israelis”.

Cipel is the former homosexual lover of former New Jersey Governor
James McGreevey.
McGreevey, also controlled by the Israeli Mossad, remained silent
and complicit in the 9/11 New York/New Jersey cover up.
Former New Jersey U.S. Attorney Michael Chertoff, now head of the
Department of Homeland Security, has been identified in the new
FBI investigation for lobbying for the release of the 9/11 implicated
Israelis.
Chertoff, the only U.S. Attorney not fired by Bill Clinton in 1992, has
also conspired with Bush and Karl Rove to mask and disguise the
identity of Israeli Mossad terrorist-types on American soil.
P.S. As we bring you this emergency report, Mossad agent and
Bush-Clinton Crime Family stooge Chertoff is ignoring the latest FBI
warning “Code Middle East” on the Mossad-Al Qaeda Washington
State-New Jersey link.
The brazen Chertoff has also invoked the Patriot Act to keep the
press in Washington State from publishing the photographs of the
Israeli Mossad types.
P.P.S. Both unelectable Hillary Lesbian Rodenhurst Clinton and
former New York Major Rudy-in-drag Giuliani have also participated
in the 9/11 Cipel-McGreevey-New York-New Jersey cover up.
Reference: McGreevey now lobbies for British Re-Insurance, a 9/11
compromised company linked to an asbestos cover up with financial
tie-ins to lobbyist and homosexual-in-the-closet Fred Thompson and
Harold Ickes’ noted lobbyist group Ickes & Enright.
Note: Ickes currently works as director and campaign manager for
unelectable Clinton Rodenhurst.
P.P.P.S. Could it be that the Bush-Clinton-British-Yiddish elite want
another terrorist attack on American soil for two purposes.
One, to freeze the current presidential race, specifically the
Democratic Party primary race; and

Two, allow the criminally compromised U.S. Federal Reserve to
continue to bail out U.S. companies and equity markets with a
continuing policy of fiat currency and U.S. dollar devaluation.

Direct warning to the Federal Reserve:
You have now engaged in money laundering and insider trading on
the behalf of this criminal elite.
We know where your white monkeys are in the Philippines and we
are not going to allow you to attack the American People again.
So, accordingly, prepare for your annihilation.

And, of course, when all is said and done,
and you turn your TV off,
Albert Gore Jr. remains the duly elected,
non-inaugurated, President of the United States.

EXPLOSIVE INTELLIGENCE BRIEFINGS from International
Intelligence Expert, Tom Heneghan, who has hundreds of highly
credible sources inside American and European Intelligence
Agencies and INTERPOL -- reporting what is really going on behind
the scenes of the controlled MSM cover up propaganda of on-going
massive deceptions and illusions.

